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* ELDREN RING : INTUITIVE COMFORT,
POPULATION-DRIVEN SINCE DAY ONE *
ARCHIEVERS TO DOMINATE * CONFIDENCE
OF NEW DEVELOPERS IN ARCHIEVERS &
DOMINATORS * UNIQUE REAL WORLD WITH
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT AND REALISTIC
ANIMATIONS * ARMOR, MAGIC, AND
WEAPONS * COMPATIBILITY AND
CONNECTION WITH OTHER ACCOUNT
LANGUAGES .eldrng ... **Script:** //
------CURRENT GAME STATUS----- // Please
activate the line below before restarting
the game. require "eldrng.lua";
-------------------------------------------------- //
Switching game status:
-------------------------------------------------- {
--_QTS_Start --_QTS_Start --_QTS_Start --
_QTS_Start _QTS_Start = true; _QTS_Start--;
_QTS_Start--; --_QTS_Start --_QTS_Start
--_QTS_Start --_QTS_Start }
--_QTS_Start=false; { --_QTS_Start
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--_QTS_Start --_QTS_Start -- _QTS_Start
--_QTS_Start -- _QTS_Start }
require("core.lua"); require("lang.lua");
require("eldrng.lua");
--------------------------------------------------
---Script: You must be a registered user of
the ROBOTC forum to view this thread.
-------------------------------------------------- Script:
require("eldrng.lua");
--------------------------------------------------
---Script: You must be a registered user of
the ROBOTC forum to view this thread.
-------------------------------------------------- Script:
require("eldrng.lua");
------------------------------------------ Script:
--Change:

Features Key:

Free Map Access. Experience an expansive world with the freedom to travel to any area at any time.
This is something that doesn’t exist in the traditional MMORPG genre. We are excited to give a
variety of players the opportunity to experience the vast world of Sosail via RiftGate. “If you have
even a moment of rest, it would be good,” -addressed Elden Ring. “We have been putting our
thoughts into various maps and trying to make the best story by combining the vast worlds, worlds
of fantasy that have never crossed our minds.

Create Your Own Character. In addition to designing your character’s appearance, you can freely
combine weapons, armor, and magic that you have equipped to develop your character according to
your play style, such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering
magic. [Learn more about character customization]
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Epic Story in Various Locations. Learn about the Elden Ring in various locations and watch them as
they interact with and fight each other. It is possible to read through the two storylines with different
characters and learn in-depth details of the current events. [Learn more about the story]

Text Chat. In RiftGate, you can chat while sharing information about your life or the information that
you’ve obtained together with your friends. Although text messages are controlled by individual
users, they can be seen by anyone. [Learn more about messaging]

More to Come…

O Green Land, now that I have arrived, where is my home? I am Elden Lord. The dreams my father told me
about were all of a mysterious world within and without. When I want to hear those dreams, I would wake
from my slumber. But when I wanted to leave this dark world, I could not know…

Would I be able to find the house of the dreams? Welcome to the Kingdom of Elfoil…
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